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The statement of the case contained in appellant's

brief is not controverted by appellee.

The paragraphs of the Tariff Act of 1894 (28 F. S. Stats,

at Large, p. 511), concerning which the assessment of

duty upon the merchandise in question has aroused the

present controversy, provide as follows:

"(>0. Products or preparations known as alkalies,

alkaloids, distilled oils, essential oils, expressed oils,

rendered oils, and all combinations of the foregoing,



and all chemical corn-pounds and salts, not specially

provided for in this Act, twenty-five per centum ad

valorem."

Paragraph 443 of Section 2 of the same Act exempting

from duty certain imported articles, provides as follows:

"443. Coal tar, crude, and all preparations except

medicinal coal-tar preparations and products of coal

tar, not colors or dyes, not specially provided for in

this Act."

It is under the latter paragraph that, appellee claims

its exemption from the payment of duty on the importa-

tion in question which is admittedly known as "dead oil"

or "creosote oil."

The questions involved can be most clearly presented

to the Court by calling its attention at the outset to the

findings and conclusions of the Board of General Ap-

praisers as contained in the written opinion filed by such

board.

The opinion of the board was delivered by General Ap-

praiser Tichenor, and is as follows (Tr., p. 44):

"The merchandise here in question was imported
in casks, and is described in the invoices as 'liquid

creosote.' It was assessed for duty at 25 per cent ad

valorem under the provisions in paragraph (>0, Aci

of August 28, L894, for 'distilled oils,' and is claimed

by the contestants to be exempt from duty under
paragraph 443 of said Act.

"We find as facts from the testimony of Dr. Haydn
M. Baker, chemist in the laboratory attached to the

Appraiser's office ;it New York, to whom samples oJ

the merchandise were submitted for chemical deter-

mination, and from knowledge acquired in the consid-



oration of other cases relative to merchandise of the

same general character

"(1) That the merchandise in question is a liquid

substance of a dark brown color and tarry odor, of

the specific gravity of 1.05392 and 1.05028, and is

known generally in commerce as dead oil and creo-

sote oil.

"(2) That it is derived from coal tar by distillation,

and is a distilled oil. Its chief constituents are naph-

taline and its derivatives along with the basic oils

parvoline, coridine, collidine and leucoline and bitu-

mens dissolved therein, together with five per cent

of crude phenol of the carbolic and cresylic acid

types.

"It is understood that the protestant contends

that the merchandise is not dutiable as assessed,

upon the ground that it is not commercially known

as distilled oil. It is not necessary that it should be

so knoAvn to bring it under that provision. The vari-

ous oils known to commerce are distinguished in

trade by arbitrary names, such, for example, as olive

oil, croton oil, lemon oil, cod liver oil, castor oil, ani-

line oil, etc., and are not known in commercial sense

as 'distilled oils,' 'essential oils,' 'expressed oils,' or

'rendered oils.' These terms are technical, and are

used to distinguish the different oils according to the

method of their production. It is not disputed that

the article in question here is obtained by distilla-

tion, and hence, in the sense of the tariff, is known as

distilled oil.

"The provision for distilled oils in paragraph 60 is

more specific than the general provision for prepara-

tions and products of coal tar in paragraph 413 of

the Act.

"This view is in harmony with the doctrine of the

recent decision of the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals for the Second Circuit in the case of ^lathe-

son & Co. vs. The United States (71 Fed. Rep., 391),

to the effect that the provision for 'acids' in para-

graph 473, Act of Oct. 1, 1890, is more specific than



the general provision- for all preparations of coal tar

not colors or rives in paragraph 19 of the Act."

It will be observed that the Board of General Apprais-

ers found that the merchandise, which forms the subject

of this controversy, is a product of coal tar, and also that

it is a distilled oil; that, taken as a whole, the substance

lias a specific gravity greater than that of water, and the

conclusion of the board that the same is subject to duty

.seems to rest upon the proposition that the provision in

paragraph 60 of the Tariff Act making products and prep-

arations known as distilled oils subject to duty is more

specific than the general provision found in paragraph

443 of the Act, by which products of coal tar are placed

upon the free list.

The opinion of the Circuit Court is to be found at page

53 of the transcript. Its findings of fact and conclusions

of law are to be found at page 4(5 of the transcript.

From the evidence taken before the Board of General

Appraisers, and from the evidence adduced at the trial,

the Circuit Court found:

"VI.

"That the merchandise comprising the importation
involved in this application and petition for review-

was, on and before the said 19th day of March, 1895,
and now is, known in trade and commerce as 'creo-

sote oil' or 'dead oil,' and was and is a product of

<<';il tar, obtained therefrom by fractional distilla-

tion.

"VII.

"That said merchandise w;is nut. nor is it, a pro-

dint or preparation commonly <>r commercially or



chemically, op otherwise, known as a distilled oil, but
was and is a product of coal tar, not a color or dye,
and not otherwise specially provided for in said Act."

Two points are made by the appellant, under either or

both of which he asks to have the decision of the Circuit

Court reversed.

These points will be taken up in their order.

The first point raised by appellant is as follows:

"Products of coal tar are not free of duty under
paragraph 443 of the Tariff Act of August 27, 1894."

In support of this point appellee asks to have para-

graph 443 of the Act above quoted construed as if it read

that crude coal tar and all preparations of coal tar not

specially provided for in the Act were to be admitted free

of duty; that medicinal coal tar preparations and products

of coat tar, and colors and dyes were not to be admitted

free of duty, but must be included within some of the

schedules of duty which precede the list of articles which

are admitted free.

Such a construction of the paragraph seems somewhat
strained, to say the least. However, assuming for the

sake of the argument that it is doubtful what is meant by

the language used, whether products of coal tar are to be

admitted free or are to pay duty (and this is the most that

can be urged in favor of appellant's construction), the

Court is bound to resolve the doubt in favor of the im-

porter.

"Duties are never imposed on the citizen upon
vague or doubtful interpretations."



Powers v. Barney; 5 Blatch., 202.

U. S. v. Isham, 17 Wall., 490-504.

Adams v. Bancrofts) 3 Sumner, 384.

Hantranft v. Wiegmann, 121 U. 8., 609.

I.

The second point raised by appellant is as follows:

"The merchandise in controversy is known <is a dis-

tilled oil, as well as a product of coal tar; and even if

embraced within the terms of paragraph 443 is, nev-

ertheless, more properly provided for under para-

graph GO of the Tariff Act referred to."

Turning to the evidence contained in the transcript,

there is not a witness who testified that the substance

known to commerce as "dead oil" or "creosote oil" ever

was or is known commonly or commercially or chemically,

or otherwise, as a distilled oil.

If the language of the Act is read in connection with

the evidence, it will be seen that the words "known as"

employed in the Act and applied to distilled and other

oils was used designedly by the law-makers.

There is no substantial conflict in the evidence as to

the real nature—the real constituents of "dead" or "creo-

sote" oil. It is described by Professor Price, a witness for

the importer, as a very complicated compound. He says

(Tr., p. 71): "The composition of creosote is very com-

plicated. It contains naphtaline, carbolic and cresylic

acids, quinoline and various other complicated com-

pounds." And Dr. Baker, the Government chemist at the

port of New York, and upon whose analysis the decision

of I he Board of Appraisers mainly rests, describes it (Tr.,

i>. 1 n ;is a substance "having a specific gravity of 1.05392,



and contains approximately 5 per cent of carbolic and

cresylic acids, the remaining 95 per cent being made up of

the usual constituents of the ordinary dead oils of com-

merce, consisting almost wholly of naphtaline and its

derivatives, with the basic oils parvoline, collidine, corri-

dine, leucoline and bitumens dissolved therein.'' And he

says further-: "The merchandise as a whole is an oily

body and complicated mixture of complex chemical com-

pounds, and also a product of coal tar eliminated by dis-

tillation."

Dr. Kern, for the Government, is the only witness who

testifies that this merchandise may be classed as a dis-

tilled oil, but he also admitted that it is in fact a product

of coal tar and may be so properly described. Attention

is called to a few questions asked this witness upon that

point, and his answers thereto (Tr., p. 13C>):

Q. Then you say, doctor, that this substance is,

in fact, a product of coal tar?

A. Yes, sir; it is a product of coal tar.

ii. And it would not be improper to describe it

as such, speaking of it generally—to say that this

substance in controversy is a product of coal tar?

A. This is a product of coal tar, yes.

Q. Why do you say it is a distilled oil?

A. On account of its being obtained by distilla-

tion * * *

Q. You say it is known as a distilled oil because
it is obtained by distillation. Is that the only reason

you can give?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. That is the only reason you have?

A. It is known in the market as that.

Q. It is known in the market as a distilled oil?

A. As a creosote oil.



Q. As a distilled oil?

A. It is obtained by distillation.

Q. It is known in the market as creosote oil or

dead oil, is it not?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Is ;7 knovM in the market as a diMillM oil'?

A. Well, no; I guess not.

The results obtained by distilling coal tar can be more

readily understood by referring to the testimony of Pro-

fessor Price (Tr., p. 69), which is substantiated by all the

other witnesses in the proceeding, and is as follows:

(>. Is this substance which you have analyzed,

and which is contained in the bottle marked "Peti-

tioner's Exhibit C," known as a distilled oil in chem-
istry to the trade?

A. No, sir.

(,). What is that substance, Professor?

A. That is one of the products of coal tar, pro-

duced by the process of distillation—fractional dis-

tillation.

Q. Could yon name some of the products of coal

tar?

A. Coal tar is one of the products of the distilla-

tion of coal in the manufacture of common lighting

gas. Tin- first product of distillation is a tarry ma-
terial Containing mote or less water. Tin 1 watery so-

lution contains the ammonia. This is allowed to

settle, and the tarry material is subjected to the pro-

cess of fractional distillation. The first products of

distillation which come over are light oils, benzole

and naphtha. The second product, on pushing the

distillation still farther and increasing the tempera-
ture, would be carbolic acid, and naphthalene to a

certain extent. The third product in the process of

distillation, after further increasing the tempera-
ture, would be what is called creosote, which is a

complex compound. There then would remain a

semi-liquid mass in the retort. If the distillation is
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pushed still further, there is produced what is called
anthracene. There then remains in the retort pitch.
Occasionally that pitch is subjected to a further dis-
tillation and a coke remains. These, roughly speak-
ing, are the four or five products of coal tar when
subjected to the process of fractional distillation, or
destructive distillation, as it is sometimes called.

Q. You used the expression "light oils," Profes-
sor, when you started off with benzoje and naphtha.

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Is it not true that when yon apply heat to coal
tar thai there is not a single product that comes over
from the retort except coke, that chemists do not call,
by way of description, oil?

A. Yes, sir; they are all called oils.

Q. They call them all oils?
A. Yes, sir; they call them all oils.

Q. What kind of a substance is naphthalene?
A. Naphthalene is a white, solid substance.
Q. When it cools it becomes white?
A. It separates out from the oil upon cooling.
Mr. Knight.—Q. When you speak of its being a

"solid substance," I suppose you mean solid at ordi-
nary temperature?

A. Solid at ordinary temperatures, yes, and when
free from any of these other mixtures, like carbolic
acid.

Mr. Lnke.—Q. Benzole will hold naphthalene?
A. Benzole will hold naphthalene in solution.
Q. Carbolic acid is an acid, is it not?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. That, also, is called an oil, is it not?
A. Yes, sir; it is called carbolic oil.

Q. You also call benzole an oil, do you not?
A. Yes, sir; a light oil.

Q. And naphtha you also call an oil?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. And when crude anthracene crystals come
over, on the application of heat up to '270 deo-rees
Fahrenheit, you call that an oil also?
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A. Yes, sir.
I?

Q. You also call sulphuric acid an oil'

A. Yes, sir. It "is sometimes called oil of vitriol?

Q. Are' you speaking of the term as used chemi-

cally or commercially?

V I am speaking commercially. Coal tar com-

pounds are all calledoils. When deseribingtheir man-

ufacture we simply state that when it is heated up to

a certain temperature certain light oils will come

over from the retort; and as the temperature is in-

creased the next light oil will pass over. And so on

in the process, by increasing the temperature, until

the heavier or "dead" oil passes over, which is the

creosote of commerce.

Q. With which you are familiar?

A. Yes, sir.

(j. Is the creosote of commerce known as a dis-

tilled oil, or as a product of coal tar?

A. Well, it is called creosote oil, and it is a pro-

duct of the destructive distillation of coal tar.

Q. But is it known in commerce as a distilled oil?

A. No, sir; it is not.

Q. I low would you, as a chemist, describe it?

A. I would describe creosote as one of the pro-

ducts of the destructive distillation of coal tar, and

that it is itself a very complicated compound, from

winch von can separate innumerable substances by

further treatment with alkalies and acids, and sub-

jecting it to fractional distillation. It essentially

'consists, of coarse, of the hydrocarbon oils and car-

bolic acid.

(,). And anthracene?

A. And anthracene also; yes, sir.

Q. When yon say the hydrocarbon oils, yon in-

clude anthracene and carholic acid?

\. Yes, sir. The composition of creosote is very

complicated. It contains naphthalene, carbolic and

cresylic acid, crinoline and various other complicated

compounds.
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Q. This creosote, of which you are now speaking,

is the same substance that is contained in this bottle,

"Petitioner's Exhibit C?"

A. Yes, sir.

Thus it will be seen that the primary distillates of coal

tar, including the merchandise in question, are termed

oils, the residuum being pitch or coke.

Attention is also directed to the testimony of the wit-

nesses Price (Tr., p. (58), Miller (Tr., p. 99), and Kern (Tr.,

p. 137 et seq), which shows that there are substances

known and styled "distilled oils," and that the term is ap-

plied to essential oils obtained by distillation.

If the decision of the Circuit Court is to be reversed,

the Appellate Court must hold that coal tar in bulk is to

be admitted free of duty, but all its distillates are sub-

ject to duty under paragraph GO of the Act, as distilled

oils. But even though it should be conceded that the

article is a distilled oil, and may be properly so described,

under a proper construction of paragraphs 60 and 443 of

the Tariff Act of 1894, the merchandise is not subject to

duty. In other words, it is appellee's contention that

paragraph 00 in its general description of articles sub-

ject to duty is not more specific than paragraph 443 in

its description of articles placed upon the free list. The

case of Matheson vs. U. S., 71 Fed. Rep., 394, and cited in

the opinion of the Board of General Appraisers, when

properly understood, is not opposed to this view. That

case does indeed hold that the phrase "acids used for

medicinal, chemical or manufacturing purposes" found

in Section 473 of the Tariff Act of 1890, when construed
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with other sections of that Act, is to be regarded as a
more particular expression of the legislative intention
that such acids shall go free,*than that they were to be
subjected to duty under Section 19 of the same Act,
which provided that all preparations of coal tar should
be subject to duty. The Court in that case say:

"-Many acids are specifically subjected to duties by
the Act" (naming them). "It is reasonable to suppose
that Congress, having already subjected these acids
to duty, had them under contemplation when it pro-
posed to provide for the free entry of acids, and in-
tending to purge the several provisions from re-
pugnancy, used the words in question. We think the
provision should be construed as intending to exempt
from duty all acids used for medicinal, chemical or
manufacturing purposes, except the ones that had
already been specifically mentioned, and as to these,
although they may be used for any of the specified
purposes, they are otherwise provided for."

This of course is only the application of one of the
fundamental rules for the interpretation of statutes, that
particular and specific provisions will, in case of conflict,

prevail over general words or general provisions of the
same statute. And in accordance with this rule it is uni-
formly held by the courts that when a duty is imposed
"l>«>n an article by a specific name, such designation will

determine its classification, although there may be in the
same Ad of Congress other words of the same general
description which would include the article in question.
Bu1 that rule has no application whatever to paragraphs
60and W3 of the Tariff Ad of 1894 Section 60 provides
'" general terms that distilled oils, along with certain
other named articles not otherwise specifically provided
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for, shall be subject to a duty of 25 per cent ad valorem,

while paragraph 443 provides that products of coal tar

Hot specially provided for in the Act, shall be free from

duty. The Court will observe that the words "distilled

oils" in paragraph 60 is a more descriptive phrase em-

bracing within its description all oils produced by

the process of distillation. It does not name any

particular oil, but refers to many oils by a general

description suggested by their mode of manufacture. The

distinction between words of general description which

might embrace a specific, article and the specific mention

of a particular thing is clearly pointed out in Solomon vs.

Arthur, 102 U. S., 212, in which case the Court say:

"The fact that certain goods belong to the class of

mixed goods or of goods made of mixed material does

not stamp them with the name of mixed goods, for

the same description is applicable to many other

kinds of goods, all having different names. It is not

their name: it is merely their description."

Now, assuming for the moment that dead oil is a dis-

tilled oil, it is not specifically named anywhere in the

Tariff Act of 1894, and the only ground upon which it is

claimed that it is subject to duty is that it falls within

the descriptive phrase found in Section 60, and which

phrase is equally applicable to many other kinds of oil.

But it is an undisputed fact in this case that dead oil

is also a product of coal tar, and that it may just as prop-

erly be so described as to call it a distilled oil. The de-

scriptive phrase "products of coal tar," referring as it

does to many articles, is no more general than the other

phrase "distilled oils." There are no other provisions in
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the statute to which the Court can look for light in de-

termining whether it was the inteution of Congress that

it should be classified under one section rather than the

other. And this being so, under the rule laid down in

Matheson vs. U. S., 71 Fed. Rep., 394, referred to in tin-

opinion of the Board of Appraisers, the doubt must be

resolved in favor of the importer. The Court in that case

found, from a consideration of the whole statute, that

the section admitting acids used for medicinal, chemical

or manufacturing purposes free of duty, was more speci-

fic than the general provision found in another section

subjecting preparations of coal tar to duty, but the Court,

added that if it was not correct in holding that one pro-

vision was more specific than the other "the question is

one of doubt, and in cases of doubt in the construction of

Customs Acts the Courts resolve the doubt in favor of the

importer." And so upon either view the importer in that

case was entitled to the judgment given by the Court.

But, even if the Court, after a consideration of all the

evidence, in this case should find that this complex com-

pound known as dead oil—a substance which is so unlike

oil according to the public conception of oil that it will

n«»1 float in water—even should the Court find that in

point of fa«t this crude substance is a distilled oil, this

finding of fact would be immaterial unless the Court

could go further and say, as matter of law, thai this sub-

stance is a distilled oil within the meaning of Section ('»(>

of the Tariff Act. The Peal question to be determined

;ilt< i- all is this: Did Congress intend by the use of the

descriptive phrase distilled oils to include the substance

i nown in commerce as "dead oil?"
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The Tariff Act of 1883 (U. S. Statutes, 1881-83, vol. 22,

p. 493 and 404) contains this provision:

"Coal tar crude, 10 per cent ad valorem; coal tar,

products of, such as naphtha, benzine, benzole, dead

oil and pitch, 20 per cent ad valorem.

"All preparations known as essential oils, distilled

oils, rendered oils, etc., 25 per cent ad valorem."

See, also, the same distinctions made in the Tariff Act

of 1897, IT. S. Stats., 1897, pp. 151, 197, paragraphs 3 and

524.

Thus, Congress has recognized the distinction between

oils commonly known as distilled oils and dead oil, and

has shown that in its definition <>f the general descriptive'

phrase, "prod nets of coal tar," it included the specific

substance known as dead oil. In other words, Con-

gress has declared that within the meaning of those

Acts dead oil was to be deemed a product of coal

tar, was to be subject to duty or not subject to

duty as a product of coal tar and not as a dis-

tilled oil. So that even if it should be conceded that

in a general sense the descriptive phrase distilled oil is

broad enough to include the specific article known as

dead oil, still it is apparent from the provisions just cited

that Congress intended to use the phrase distilled oil in

a more restricted sense and so as to exclude dead oil.

There can be no doubt whatever that this is the true con-

struction of that portion of the Tariff Act of 1883 just

cited. Coming down to the later Act of 1890, Congress

speaks generally of preparations of coal tar, but leaves

out the clause found in the Act of 1883, which specifically
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enumerates dead oil as one of its products. And so, also,

it speaks generally of distilled oils. In this respect the

phraseology of the Act of 1890 is adopted in the Tariff

Act of 1891, the Act under consideration here. This Act,

in paragraph GO, speaks generally of distilled oils and

makes them subject to duty, and in paragraph 413 speaks

generally of preparations and products of coal tar, and

with certain exceptions not necessary to notice, provides

that such products shall be admitted free of duty.

The tariff legislation commencing with the year 1883

is thus briefly reviewed in order to introduce a proposi-

tion of law—as a controlling rule for the interpretation

of the particular statute under consideration,—that Con-

gress, having in the Act of 1883 defined the phrase "pro-

ducts of coal tar" as intended to embrace the specific arti-

cle known as dead oil, and having in the same Act used

the phrase "distilled oils" as not intended to apply to

•lead oil, these phrases are to be given the same meaning

in the Act under consideration. In other words, the

phrase "distilled oil" is to be given the same restricted

meaning which it had in the Act of 1883, and the phrase

"products of coal tar" is to be given precisely the same

meaning which it bore in the Act of 1883. The provision

above quoted from the Act of 1883 amounts to a legisla-

tive interpretation of these two phrases, and under the

well-settled and universal rule of const ruction the same

meaning is to be given to the same phrases appearing in

a later statute.

The same reason applies here which supports the other

familiar rule that where an Act, or part thereof, which
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has received a judicial interpretation, is re-enacted in the

same terms, that construction or meaning must be con-

sidered to have the sanction of the Legislature unless the

contrary appears.

23 Am. & Eng. Ency. of Law, p. 370.

Hence we have the general rule that when the Legis-

lature of one State copies a statute of another State

which in that State has received a judicial construction,

the same construction is to be given to it in the State in

which it is adopted. There is, however, still another rea-

son for the rule invoked, and that is that the Tariff Act

of 1893, in which the phrase "products of coal tar" is

defined so as to include dead oil , as in pari materia with

the Act now under consideration; and it is a familiar rule

for the interpretation of statutes that all Acts in pari

materia are to be construed in arriving at the meaning

of a later statute in the series. The rule is thus stated (23

Am. vV: Eng. Ency. of Law, p. 315):

-Expired and repealed Acts in pari materia with

the statute to be construed may also be considered in

the interpretation thereof * * * In construing a

given Act the meaning of words and terms as used

therein may be gathered from the consideration of

other Acts in pari materia in which such words or

terms were also used."

The proposition, broadly stated, is: That where two

Acts of Congress are in pari materia, it will be presumed,

in the absence of anything to show a contrary intent,

that if the same word or phrase be used in both and a

special meaning be given to such word or phrase in the
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first Act, it was intended that it should receive the same

interpretation in the later Act. The revenue laws of the

United States, though made up of independent enact-

ments, are to be regarded as one system. They are

deemed to be in pari materia within the principle of the

rule just announced. Thus in U. S. vs. Collier, 3 Blatch-

ford, 325, it is said:

"Generally a statutory enactment controls all

prior usages and laws, and establishes the rule which
governs the subject-matter, and its language is to be
understood according to its natural and ordinary im-

port * * * * (1 Kent's Commentaries, 7th ed.,

4C>2). The intention which forms the governing prin-

ciple of the law is to be extracted from the entire en-

actment (Strode v. Stafford, 1 Brock., 1(>2), and to

ascertain the legislative intent Courts not only
search all the provisions of the particular statute,

but may look out of that to others in pari materia, or

of a similar purport, especially in respect to the reve-

nue laws, which, although made up of independent
enactments, are regarded as one system (Wood v. T\

S., 16 Peters, 342) in which the construction of any
separate act may be aided by the examination of

other parts and provisions which compose the sys-

tem."

Now, then, for the application of these general rules to

the case at bar. The Act of 1883 is a statute which

is /'// pari materia with the one to be construed, and con-

tains a legislative definition of the phrase "products ol

coal tar." The Language of thai Act is "coal tar, products

of, such as dead oil," and other enumerated articles. In

other words, that provision is to be construed just as if it

said: "In using the phrase products of coal tar in this

Act, it is t he intention of ( 'on gross to include within t hat
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general definition .lead oil." Having given the phrase

this definition, it is not necessary that such definition

should be re-enacted in every subsequent statute. The

definition may be omitted without changing the legisla-

tive meaning of the phrase. In other words, the phrase or

word having been once defined, such word or phrase is to

have the same meaning in every subsequent Act, unless

there is other language in the subsequent Act which

evinces an intention on the part of the Legislature to

change the prior legislative interpretation of the word or

phrase.

If these propositions are correct, it necessarily follows

that the decision of the Circuit Court in this case must be

affirmed. The Court is relieved from the necessity of de-

termining the abstract proposition whether dead oil may

be chemically or otherwise considered as a distilled oil,

because, whether it is or not, Congress has said that dead

oil shall be classed as a product of coal tar rather than as

a distilled oil. Congress has said, without any reference

to the scientific or chemical question involved, that for all

practical purposes connected with the administration of

the revenue laws of the government, dead oil shall be

treated and classified as a product of coal tar.

There -an be no doubt whatever as to the correctness

of appellee's position upon this point, which is strength-

ened by the citation of an authority which seems to be

conclusive. By the 23d Section of the Act of March 2.

1861, it was provided that "animals living of all kinds;

birds, singing and other, and land ami water fowls,

should be admitted free of duty.'"
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It will be observed that hi the clause just quoted Con-

gress speaks of animals, aud it also speaks of birds. Now,

in a later Act, passed May 16, 1866, it was provided

"That on and after the passage of this Act there shall be

levied, collected and paid on all horses, mules, cattle,

sheep, hogs and other live animals imported from foreign

countries a duty of 20 per cent, ad valorem.'' In the later

enactment it will be noticed the word "birds'' is wholly

omitted, and the general provision is that all live animals

shall be subject to duty. In this state of the law the ques-

tion arose as to whether canary birds were subject to duty

under the latter Act. The case came before Judge Wood-

ruff of the United States Circuit Court in New York, and

was thoroughly considered by him, and decided adversely

to the contention of the importer and adversely to the

rule which is invoked in the case at bar. This case will

be found reported in 7 Blatchford, 235. The opinion is

instructive, as in it the learned Judge states with great

force every consideration which can be Urged against ap-

pellee's position here; and while in that case he conceded

the correctness of the general rule that where the words

of one Act in pari materia are given a restricted meaning,

that the same meaning must ordinarily be given to the

same words in a subsequent statute forming part of the

same system, still he denied its application to the partic-

ular <ase before him. After quoting the particular pro-

visions of Hie Act of 1861 and 1866, already referred to,

he proceeds to stale the contention of the importer, as

follows:

"it is therefore urged that inasmuch as Congress
in this Act of L861 named animals living of all kinds
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and in the same section also mentioned singing birds,

it must be concluded that it was the intention to

recognize a restricted meaning of the word 'animals,'

not including birds, and to introduce and sanction

such restricted meaning as a definition of the terms

'living animals' and 'live animals' when used in the

laws regulating duties on imports, and that hence,

when Congress, in 1S<»(>, imposed a duty of 25 per cent

upon all live animals and did not also mention
birds, it should be held that it was intended that

the latter are still to be exempt from duty."

And then proceeds:

"Unfortunately for the plaintiffs, the various Acts

of Congress imposing duties upon imports are too

full of examples of tautology and repetitions to war-
rant such an inference. They show very great and
often quite needless particularity in enumerations
accompanied by general terms plainly including the
same things also mentioned in detail * * * The term
'all live animals' is clear, comprehensive and ex-

plicit. The addition of the designation of birds in a

single instance in a former Act is a casual circum-
stance of too slight significance to warrant the Court
in a practical interpolation in the later special

statute of an exception to its plain import; and this

is especially and conclusively forbidden, when, on
recurrence to the same previous Act, and to many
others on the same general subject, we find similar

repetitions pervading them all through a long course
of years where obviously there was no intent to in-

troduce new definitions, or by merely giving some
particulars to restrict the meaning of general terms."

There is force in his statement that the Revenue Acts

of Congress are full of tautological expressions; and that

the mere fact that Congress happened in one section to

speak of animals and also of birds ought not to be held
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as a legislative declaration upon the part ofCongress that

the words "live animals"" found in a subsequent statute,

where no mention is made of birds at all, should be given

such a restricted meaning as not to include birds. This

same case, however, was appealed to the Supremo Court

of the I'. S., and is found reported in 13 Wallace, page

162, and that Court, with the opinion of the learned Cir-

cuit Judge before it, and embodied in the argument of the

Solicitor General, reversed the judgment of the Circuit

Court, and in doing so, in the course of its opinion, said:

"The Act of 1866 in its terms is comprehensive

enough to include birds, and all other living animals

endowed with sensation and the power of voluntary

motion, and if there had not been previous legisla-

tion on the subject there might be some justification

for the position thai Congress did not intend to nar-

row the meaning of the language employed. If it be

true that it is the duty of the Court to ascertain

the meaning of the Legislature from the words used

in the statute and the subject-matter to which it

relates, there is an equal duty to restrict the meaning
of general words whenever it is found necessary to

do so in order to cany out the legislative intention.

And it is fair to presume, in case a special meaning
were attached to certain words in a prior Tariff Act,

that Congress intended that they should have the

same signification when used in a subsequent Act in

relation to the same subject-matter.

'•This Act of 1SII1 was in force when the A<l of

L866—the Act in controversy—was passed, and it

will be seen that birds and fowls are not embraced
in the term 'animals' and that they arc free from
duty, not because they belong to the class of 'living

animals of all kinds,' but for the reason thai they

are especially designated. It is quite manifest ihat

Congress, adopting the popular signification of the
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word 'animals,' applied it to quadrupeds, and placed

birds and fowls in a different classification. Con-

gress having, therefore, defined the word in one Act,

so as to limit its application, how can it be intended

that the definition shall be enlarged in the next Act

on the same subject, when there is no language used

indicating an intention to produce such a result?

Both Acts are in pari materia, and it will be presumed

that if the same word be used in both, and a special

meaning were given it in the first Act, that it was
intended that it should receive the same interpreta-

tion in the latter Act, in the absence of anything to

show a contrary intention."

'fhe case now before the Court is one which more

strongly calls for the application of the rule announced

in the case quoted from. In that case it was only by con-

struction that the conclusion could be reached that the

earlier Act of 1S61 gave so restricted a meaning to tin-

words "living animals" as to exclude birds; and this con-

struction rested entirely upon the fact that that Act

spoke of living animals and also of birds, and hence it was

held that it must be presumed that Congress intended to

use the word animals in so restricted a sense as not to in-

clude birds. Otherwise there would have been no use in

inserting the word birds in the Act. But in the case at

bar there is the Act of* 1883, a precise, clear, unequivo-

cal definition of the phrase "products of coal tar." There

is a clear, precise, unmistakable declaration of Congress

that the phrase "products of coal tar" within flu- mean-

ing of that Act included dead oil, and must be classified

as such; and there being nothing whatever in any later

Act showing that Congress intended any different classi-

fication of this particular article, or intended that tin-
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phrase "products of coal far" should be given any differ-

ent construction, but, on the contrary, has emphasized its

classification by the subsequent Act of 1897, above cited,

the phrase must be given the same meaning in the statute

of 1894. It has, in fact, acquired what may be styled a

"technical meaning in the revenue laws of the United

States.

Appellant concludes his brief by calling the attention

of the Court to the latter part of Section 4 of the Act,

which provides

"If two or more rates of duty shall be applicable to

any imported article, it shall pay duty at the highest

of such rates."

His contention is best answered by a quotation from

the opinion of Judge Morrow, delivered in the Court be-

low. He said:

"It is further contended by counsel for the Govern-

ment that Ullder the latter part of Section 4 of the

Act under consideration, which provides that: 'If

two or more rates of duly shall be applicable to any

imported article, it shall pay duty at the highest of

such rates,
1

the 'creosote' in question must be subject

to the duty of 27> per cent ad valorem provided for in

paragraph 60. It is assumed, of course, that the mer-

chandise in question is both a 'distilled oil' and a

'product of conl tar,' and that, therefore, the duty

provided for 'distilled oil,' being the higher duty,

should apply. The contention is untenable. In the

first place, I am unable, as stated, to find, from the

evidence, that the 'creosote' in question is a 'distilled

Oil.' In the second place, I do not regard the provi-

sion applicable to this case, for the simple reason

thai it cannol be said, strictly speaking, that there

are two rates of duty which can apply to the mer-
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chandise in question. If I am correct in holding that

'creosote" is a 'product of coal tar' within the mean-
ing of paragraph 443, it then is not subject to any

duty whatever, but is entitled to free entry. Under
this condition of affairs, if the 'creosote' be subject

to duty at all, there is, obviously, but one rate of

duty which is applicable. As was aptly remarked by

the Court, in Matheson & Co. v. Tinted States, 71

Fed. K., 394, .VJ~>, 'as one (paragraph) imposes duty,

and the other exempts from duty, it is obvious that

Congress did not intend both provisions to apply to

the same article."
""

It is respectfully submitted that the decision of the

Circuit Court should be affirmed.

FRED'K B. LAKE,

Attorney for Appellee.




